
cadet in Australia in January, 1936, and graduated in December that year. His service
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TURNED ENEMY ATTACK

NO. 423
D.S.o. FOR FIGHTER-BOMBER ACE

Award of the D. S. 0, to Wing Commander Brian Eaton, D. F. c., of Victoria, is

announced.

He led the Australian fighter-bomber squadron which turned the scale at an

important stage of the Volturno battle in Italy last year. The unit was the first

Allied squadron to operate from a base in Italy.

When the enemy mounted a heavy counter-attack in the Termoli area, at the north-

eastern end of the Volturno line, in October last, Eaton's men were given the task of

attacking German troops and road transport massing for a counter-attack. The Australians

pounded the enemy so fiercely that the Army authorities were able that evening to send

the squadron a message that largely because of its work the counter-attack had been urned.

The citation to the D. S. 0. which says Eat ;■ -r operations in North

Africa, Malta, Sicily, and Italy, reads: "He his led a large number of sorties, during

which a medium-sized enemy merchant vessel has been damaged and considerable mechanical

transport and one tank destroyed. In air combat this officer has also destroyed two

enemy aircraft. On one occasion, when the enemy was pressing our troops hard, he led

a fierce attack, compelling the enemy to retreat, aN excellent leader and commanding

officer, he has never allowed adverse weather or intense anti-aircraft fire to prevent

him from locating and destroying his targets".

Posted to an important staff position in the Desert Air Force, Wing Commander Eaton

relinquished command a few weeks ago to Squadron Leader P.m. Nash, D.F.C., another

Victorian* Eaton, who won the D. F. C, last October, had at least 3,0 hours' war and

pre-war flying.

Joining the squadron in January, 1 943j he became a flight- ccoriander two months lateR.

He took part in many varied operations. Three times he has had to walk back, once after

the Kittyhawk wing had played a vital part in blasting the way for New Zealand and

British tanks sent to outflank the Mareth line. Eaton, who is 26, enrolled as an air

in Australia included terns as an instructor and two months in the Fighter Section at

Darwin before he went to the Middle East.
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